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could be done to save this miserable, inert, procedure irorn
the ridicule of the nations. It should be noted that the
Manchester Guardian reported on 8th November that Mr.
Norman Davis wanted to go a step farther and remind Japan
of her undertaking in the Kellogg Pact by saying that no
dispute must be settled by resort to force, * but this proposal
provoked something like a panic m certain delegations, which
see in it almost a condemnation of aggression. It had there-
fore to be dropped.'
There are pictures taken during these barren days of an
Eden dejected and disillusioned. Soon after the Conference
began he retired to bed with a cold, and rumours were spread
abroad at once that the indisposition was diplomatic in its
origin. The disturbances in Europe made a * Save China'
policy an embarrassment even to consider much less to
execute. For Eden the Conference was from every point of
view a serious personal reverse. In particular it peeled the
skin off Anglo-American collaboration, and Eden was
heavily cornrnitted to selling its advantages to the Cabinet.
It was obvious that to go to Brussels at all was to court
disaster.
One London diplomatic correspondent cabled to New
York that before leaving Eden actually offered Cham-
berlain his resignation, and was only after intense pressure
persuaded to retract. It was common knowledge that Eden
had great objections to the projected Hitler-Halifax conversa-
tions. They were hatched before Eden left for Brussels, but
the final decisions were taken in his absence. The exact
nature of the conversations which took place on iQth
November is still a subject for wild surmise. History may
reveal that they heralded a decisive reversal of British foreign
policy.
The Manchester Guardian reported them under six clauses,
which were drastic and comprehensive in their content.
Germany was to rejoin the League if the Covenant was re-
drafted, the Sanctions clauses amended, the League severed
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